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SEED CERTIFICATION INFORMATION 
 
CROP INSPECTION TECHNIQUE 

 
Quadrat sizes: 
 
SASA will be changing some aspects of the crop method used in Scotland for cereals. The quadrat 
size that an inspector will be required to examine will be a minimum of 10m long by 1 m wide, 
replacing the current minimum of 20m long by 1 m wide. Other aspects of the crop inspection 
technique will not change. This change is in-line with the current version of the OECD Seed 
Scheme’s Guidelines for Control Plot Tests and Field Inspection of Seed Crops. A copy of this 
document can be found at: http://www.oecd.org/tad/code/seeds.htm 
 
  
This change will also affect the reject values currently in use. These should no longer be used, as 
new reject values will be issued. A revised version of “Instructions to crop inspectors in Scotland” will 
be sent out to all crop inspectors next week, together with the new reject values.  
 
This change comes into effect with all crops inspected this season. 
 
Ear/metre count. 
 
Can I remind you all that the purpose of the metre count during crop inspection is two fold: 

1. To count the number of ears in the squared metre which contributes towards the ear 
population; and 

 
2. To check the taxonomic characteristics of each ear (or plant) to determine if they 

match the variety description. This check must include all the taxonomic 
characteristics from the description card, not just a quick check of the more obvious 
initial recognition type characters such as ear pigment or glaucosity.  This will include, 
for example, rachilla hair type, the presence or absence of ventral crease hairs, 
(barley); internal group hairs, roughness of the exterior of the lower glume (wheat); 
sheath hairs and margin hairs (oats). 

 

http://www.oecd.org/tad/code/seeds.htm
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It was fairly obvious from some inspection findings last year that this procedure was not carried out 
correctly, and all crop inspectors are reminded that this check is an obligatory part of the inspection 
procedure. Sufficient time must be allowed for each crop to fully examine the ears in the squared 
meter, as well as the other inspection requirements. 
 
NON-CEREAL SEED LOT REFERENCE NUMBER 
 
SASA has been considering changing the format of the non-cereal reference number to that of the 
cereal seed lot reference number, which includes the appropriate crop identity number. A number of 
merchants that certify non-cereal seed have been contacted on this matter, and the suggestion has 
received positive support. It is therefore proposed that this change will take place for all seed lots 
certified after this year’s harvest. Should you have any concerns about this proposal, please either 
contact myself or George Campbell (0131 244 8962 ) E-mail: george.campbell@sasa.gsi.gov.uk 
 
I should stress that this change will NOT apply to mixtures, only “straights” certified in Scotland. 
 
SEED LOT GERMINATION 
 
It is no secret that there have been some issues with the germination of some seed lots from last 
season’s harvest. In light of this, remember that if you have over-yeared any seed lots and intend to 
sell the seed this autumn or next spring, that the seed lot MUST meet the germination standard at the 
time of sale.  Best advice from the OSTS is to request a germination test for these lots. If the lot is 
already certified with an earlier positive germination or STZ result you are advised to have the lots re-
tested to ensure they meet the germination standard and therefore meet the marketing requirements 
at time of sale. 
  
Both the Certifying Authority and the Official Seed Testing Station for Scotland have been asked 
fairly frequently about the particular germination issues that have been prevalent in seed lots from 
last year’s harvest, and we are considering holding a short meeting later in the summer where these 
issues can be discussed. If you think that this might be of  interest, please either contact myself or 
our Chief Officer, Valerie Cockerell (0131 224 8900  ) E-mail: valerie.cockerell@sasa.gsi.gov.uk 
 
SASA RE-ORGANISATION 
 
Following recent retirements, some restructuring has taken place at SASA. Herbage and Vegetable 
branch has been split, with non-cereal and cereal certification being joined to become Seed 
Certification branch. This should not affect you directly at this time, and you should continue to use 
your normal contacts. 
 
The vegetable DUS part of the section joined Potato branch, which also carries out DUS testing, to 
form Potato and Vegetables. Again, the contacts will remain the same for the immediate future.    
              
If you have any queries concerning the content of this letter, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
G HALL 
Head of Seed Certification 
 
T: 0131-244 8856 
E: Gerry.Hall@sasa.gsi.gov.uk 
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